
MAKE CHANGE HAPPEN WITH NODE4

CREDENTIALS TO KEEP IN MIND 

CLOUD SOLUTIONS GUIDE 

NETWORK AND CONNECTIVITY 

Healthcare organisations are masters of the delicate, strategic balance. You protect patient privacy, deliver vital 
care in demanding environments and operate to the tightest regulations.

To accomplish this feat, many organisations prefer to work with an IT or MSP partner. These specialists help 
healthcare to keep critical systems highly available and ensure that technology matches clinical demand, while 
shaping the technology decision-making needed for change.

Above all else, healthcare needs to have faith in its IT. It must be able to trust that providers have the people, 
experience, breadth of services and credentials to protect data and improve patient outcomes.

To ensure that your IT is in safe hands, confirm that your present or incoming provider has the 
following accreditations. 

Ready to embrace IT change that delivers better patient outcomes? Arrange a no-obligation consultation with 
Node4 to better understand your digitalisation obstacles and challenges and let’s begin mapping your path. 
Just email info@node4.co.uk or call 0345 123 2222

Fortinet Expert Partner 
Fortinet SD-WAN Branch and LAN Edge Specialism 
Cisco Partner Premier Certified 

CLOUD SOLUTIONS 
VMware Cloud Programme Professional Level 
Veeam Cloud Solutions Programme Platinum Level
NetApp Gold Partner 
Zerto Partner 

MICROSOFT
Tier 1 Cloud Partner
Gold Cloud Platform and Productivity 
Azure Expert MSP 
Gold Application Development 

Gold DevOps 
Gold Data Analytics 
Gold Security 
Gold Project and Portfolio Management 

SECURITY
GDPR Compliant 
ISO 27001 for Information Security Management 
ISO 22301 for Business Continuity 
Cyber Essentials

HEALTHCARE DELIVERY 
Health and Social Care Network (HSCN) Compliant (Stage 2)
ISO9001 for Quality Management

Azure 
Public and Hybrid 

Cloud 

VMware
Virtualisation and 

Remote Access

Veeam
Backup and Database 

Management

NetApp
Storage 

Zerto
Backup and 

Disaster Recovery 

Data centre tours and floor walks of your prospective environment
Able to meet the team who’ll architect and manage your solution
Existing healthcare customers you can speak to directly 
Audit reports for end-to-end infrastructure readily provided
Easily and quickly undertake your own external site audit 

Node4 is a healthcare digitalisation specialist and Managed Service Provider dedicated to helping healthcare embrace change 
and deliver better patient outcomes. Whether cloud, connectivity, data management, security, consultancy, or hosting, Node4 
knows how to make a difference to your healthcare organisations with the right technology.  

In addition to having all the above accreditations, we also assist healthcare organisations with: 


